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 Making Meaning in the Modern Age:  

E-portfolio Use in Education Abroad 

 

by Ann Hubbard, Director of Academic Assessment, AIFS and      

Angela Manginelli, Director of Alumni Relations, AIFS. 

Scenario 

AIFS Study Abroad (the American Institute for Foreign Study) has recently implemented the use of e-

portfolios with two different student groups: Alumni Ambassadors and AIFS Global Scholars.   AIFS 

offers semester, year-long, January-term and summer programs to U.S. undergraduates hosted at 

nationally-recognized, degree-granting institutions in more than 25 countries around the world. It also 

arranges customized faculty-led programming in these destinations.  Established in 1964, AIFS has a 

U.S. office in Stamford, CT and a global operations center in London. 

What are you doing? 

E-portfolios are created by two different groups of AIFS participants: students who are seeking to 

earn the AIFS Global Scholars certificate; and students who are selected to serve as Alumni 

Ambassadors upon return to their U.S. campus. 

The AIFS Global Scholars Certificate was launched in 2013. Students sign-up prior to going abroad 

on any of the AIFS semester programs and complete requirements before, during and after studying 

abroad (no academic credit is awarded).  They complete selected online modules 

(www.globascholar.us) that promote cultural learning and self-reflection, combined with engagement 

with the local host community and build an e-portfolio to capture their experience and feature their 

transferable skills.   They also fulfill requirements to engage in some way with the local community 

abroad (by volunteering, interning, participating in a student club on campus, or living in a homestay).  

They must also complete a return activity that promotes study abroad or shares their learning with 

others (for example, making an elementary classroom presentation, language partnering with an 

international student).  

The AIFS Ambassador Program was established in 2013. Students who have been on AIFS 

programs (sites around the world) apply and are selected to serve as liaisons upon returning to their 

home U.S. campus.  Ambassadors help promote AIFS programs and support the campus Education 

Abroad Office’s promotional events and activities. There is a 2-day training seminar held at the AIFS 

offices in Stamford, CT each August followed by monthly calls throughout the academic year that are 

intended to promote and support students’ career & professional development.  For this group, the e-

http://www.globascholar.us/
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portfolio is intended to help them capture their learning, experience and skills for use in their near- 

and long-term career development. 

How are you doing it? 

First, we crafted a handbook on building e-portfolios – offering recommended blog platforms, outlines 

for content and specifics on how to articulate their transferable skills. Then, to address what is really 

at the heart of the matter – to guide students to articulate their experience carefully and thoughtfully -- 

we built upon our previous work and produced a student workbook titled Marketing Your International 

Experience, which models a reflection process for students to hone in on building their ‘content’.  The 

essential in this process is to show students how to give meaning to their experience (instead of just 

saying ‘what’ they did), identify specific situations where they gained knowledge and skills, and 

articulate the specific skills gained.  These examples (the ‘content)’ will serve them well in the job 

search, especially by having thoughtfully-crafted examples of their successes ready for job interviews.  

There is a questionnaire of skills and qualities where students begin to identify their gains in having 

studied abroad.  They reflect upon their skill sets and identify examples that support the development 

of these transferable skills.   The STAR methodology1 provides an efficient way to coach students in 

telling their stories of how they learned by being challenged and demonstrated the necessary skills to 

succeed. 

We have students submit their e-portfolio link and a small team of staff -- including ourselves and two 

additional colleagues – share responsibility in offering feedback on the overall portfolio as well as 

drilling into details of format, wording and images choices. 

Who is involved? 

Selecting the AIFS Ambassadors is a collaboration with the students’ home institution – or specifically 

the Education Abroad professionals in those campus-based offices. The same Education Abroad 

professionals are also notified when their students earn the AIFS Global Scholars Certificate. The 

collaboration with our campus-based partners is key.  They offer direction to the Alumni Ambassadors 

regarding events and activities, and if needed, they may help the AIFS Global Scholars identify a 

suitable ‘return activity’. 

Why are you doing it? 

For both the Ambassadors and the Global Scholars, the e-portfolio serves as a way for students to 

capture their experience, knowledge and skills in both a meaningful and a practical way.  Their 

deeper reflection helps to maximize learning while documenting examples of acquiring transferable 

skills in the e-portfolio results in a useful tool for short- and long-term career development.   Students 

have the potential to make their e-portfolio a showcase of their experience and skills.  
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What are the Challenges? 

The challenges have been mostly the anticipated ones – expecting students to meet deadlines, long-

distance communication that is only via email, online meetings/webinars or phone call (rarely in 

person). We do offer feedback on the content of the e-portfolios but cannot offer much in the way of 

technical support as they go through the process. 

With no academic credit offered for the Global Scholars Certificate, the completion rate is lower than 

we would like given what we believe is the benefit to the student.  We are examining ways to have the 

students collaborate with the Resident Program Directors so that during their term abroad they are 

looked to for insights and to share their understanding of cultural differences with their peers.  We 

hope this will result in a higher completion rate since this is a rich opportunity for student learning and 

engagement. 

The Ambassadors receive a $500 travel voucher at the end of the program for their outreach efforts; 

and with the e-portfolio being a requirement, the completion rate is solid for this group. 

Where is it heading? 

Once there is a larger number of e-portfolios created by AIFS students, there is the potential to review 

the content for trends and insights on student learning. A review of students’ narratives may indicate 

the level of achievement of the overall learning goals of AIFS programs. 

The e-portfolios contain excellent examples of the transformative nature of studying abroad, offering 

‘stories’ that describe how students gained (or further developed) various transferable skills and 

acquired valuable knowledge and attitudes that employers seek of recent graduates. 

References 

The STAR technique is public domain.  This broken-down example demonstrates the technique: 

S – Describe the specific setting or situation for which the experience took place.  

Example: While studying abroad in Germany, I found that my coursework was extremely different 

from what I was accustomed to in the U.S. I was used to having assignments due throughout the 

semester, but for my German courses the entire grade was based on the final with no accountability 

beforehand. 

T – Describe the specific task or project related to the skill sought. 
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Example: During that semester, I was taking a full load of coursework for my major, and I was really 

motivated to do well during my semester abroad. I had to figure out a way to stay on top of it all 

because it would be impossible to do well at the end of the semester if I left studying all to the end.  

A – Describe the specific steps or actions you took to complete the task or project. 

Example: I had to act as a self-starter, and I set out a structured study plan for myself for the entire 

semester. I formed small study groups with a few classmates for each of my classes, and we’d meet 

once a week.  

R – Describe the results or outcomes resulting from the actions taken. 

Example: I developed strong time management skills because of the new type of academic setting I 

experienced in Germany. Because I kept up with my study plan throughout the semester, I ended up 

earning A’s and B’s in my classes, and I was able to keep my stress level down before final exams. 

Resources 

ePortfolio samples: 

 http://mollieann2.wix.com/portfolio 

 http://dineenjared.wix.com/portfolio 

 http://nathanherman4.wix.com/eportfolio 

 http://taylorollari.weebly.com/ 
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